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I. Introduction Recently, interesting works1,2) have been published on the gate-
voltage dependence of surface-acoustic-wave (SAW) convolution in the nonolithic
MIS structure such as Si,/SlOr/ZnO/Metal system. However, the theoretical analysls
of the experlmental data could not be carried out because there is no tfteory3)
for the gate-voltage dependence of SAW convolution. In this papgr, we propose a

new nonlinear theory l-ncluding the gate-voltage dependence and the effect of
surface states based on a slmple model of the rnonollthic system, and then we

confirm our theory ln the experlment on a S1/SLO2/ZnO/M system.

II. Theory In Fig.l is shown a convolver
configuration of n-Si/SiO r/ZnO/AI systern, on
which we develop the theory. We make the
following assunptions. i) One-dinensional nodel
; we treat the interaction only in the x
direction. This assunption is valid when W<(L
(W: width of depletion 1ayer, \: wavelength of
SAW). ii) Quasi-static condition; it is suffi-
cient to solve only Poissonrs equation under Fig. 1

the quasi-static condition when O.) A (Oc: dielectric relaxation frequency, tr)
angular frequency of SAW). This assumption means that we consider the Lossless
mediun. iii) Constant transverse field approximation in ZnO; the electric fiel,d
induced by SAW is transverse to the propagation direction and is constant within
ZnO. This assurnption is valid when d<( }" (d: width of ZnO). The above assunp-
tions are valid. for the usual systen of n-Si ( 

"f 
=10OOcm. A=L500cn'/Uu. T=300K)

when f SL00 MHz. When we take out the convo-
lution output using the para1l-e1 peaking
circuit, the equivalent circuit of our system
is given as shown in Fig.2.

We can develop the theory by extending the
usual C-V analysis of MIS sttrrct.rr"4) to 6v

include the nonlinear terms. If we denote the VO

potential in the semiconductor by

lt- t o t S1t -----(r) (e lt',/hT < 1)
(Yrot dc gate potential,$%, induced ac gate
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Fig. 2

potential), the final expression of the current is given by

iT : ir,** ir,"-t i.q-t iss,r..ri;;r","ris,w: 
ior Ca,q, ltr_.-ts), [Cnr=(aQ/*J*rJ

ts,eor= | ciror C3,,nr) ttt-- -- (r) , I Cnror = ( a'es/aYro)rr. ),
' f o-"N.'- i c"s. !t-f') =. J s t, .-- (s) is.ro=l{d!r* i,of."!+.xl- 2$" t=r",f,4 T') }Ev"r'ss'o=1Fffi,ro,p , ' zlftTFtr+;z-ffiI:,

(Qr: space charge at the surface of seniconductor, Nss: surface state density, cnl
capture cross section of electrons, fo, Fermi distribution at t=to, Dso:surface
electron concentration when the Ferrni level lies on the surface level).

The rel.ation between the total potential tV in Fig.2 and [f" is given by

EYr- tV/(t +ce.-/C) -------(v)
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In the case of ideaL MIS structure, we obtain
0".,* - (t/z>{ ,: r,^, (dc/ay)u.} cavf [taclav)".=(acr,/at) r*/(tcr'/c,)il)3, t=t**.](tt

which gives the peak at

Y.,p.t =--(l/u1)(r+ c;/Co'si:3 - 1/2(J -{q) '
where Ci((Cn,fg (CO,tt: depletion layer capacitance at the flat band, L/Ct=L/CrnO
+L/Co*). Therefore, the convolution signal
(8) in the ideal MIS structure is proportional
to the derivative of C-V curve and has the
peak "t t o=-L/T=-./Ztt=-0.013V, i.€., near

the flat band.
III. Experiment We have carried out the exp-

eriment by using the systen shown in Fig.1.
The capacitance C.(f=50 kHz) and the SAW

convolution signal (2f=100 MHz) are shown in
Fig.3. The curves of Crr-V and G2r-V (G:

conductance) are shown in Figs.4 and 5 and
correspon6'16 the imaginary -and real part of
2ou current component' 

i"J"tJ"tt ;';lvr' r*"r r",
than Crrin our sample, the 2o)conponent of the
current responsible for the convolution is
deternined by Crrcomponent. As is clearly
seen in Figs.3 and 4, the gate-voltage depeno-

ence of the convolution is very similar to
that of Cra in agreenent with our theory. The

shift of the peak in the two curves is caused

by the different repponse of surface states at
the two frequencies, 100 kHz and 100 MHz.

VI. Conclusion (1) We have shown that the
convolution signal corresponds to the deriva-
tive of C-V curve in the ideaL MIS structure
and the effect of surface states appears in
the peak shift. (2) We have shown a guiding
principle that we should inprove the convol-
ver efficiency based on a concept of loss-
less parametric operation of variable caPa-

citance.J) Based on thls guiding principle we

Fig. 4

are trying to improve the convolver effi-ciency +5-:6--.iE--:io -5 ? lu +ro 
i+r5,"1 , i i

and the results will be presented at the Conf..
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